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“You Da Man”: Performing Masculinity in Disney’s Mulan
Katie Kline
Longwood University

Abstract
In Disney’s animated film Mulan, rather than simply
crossdressing and looking the part of a man, the heroine
performs masculinity successfully and thus complicates
the idea of gender being based in appearance. Mulan’s
performance of gender is therefore a critique of static
gender binaries through a fluid notion of gender. Our
modern understanding of Mulan can be further shaped
by contextualization of the premodern Chinese virtues
Mulan exhibits. While she does cross boundaries
defining gender norms by leaving the domestic sphere,
she does so out of a sense of filial loyalty to her father
and exhibits honor, courage, and valiance, thus situating
her as a hero rather than a troublesome, rebellious
female.

Gendered Virtues
The traditional gendered virtues that Mulan exhibits in the
original ballad are still present in Disney’s film. In serving in the
stead of her father, Mulan fulfills her obligation of filial piety, and
in risking her life for her emperor and country, she
demonstrates her loyalty to the imperial rule. She steps out of
her relegated territory out of her filial obligation to her father,
not with the intentions of challenging gender boundaries. In
these ways, Mulan “exemplifies traditional female virtues at the
same time that her deeds fall outside the range of feminine
behavior defined by Confucian ethics” (Dong 18). Exhibiting the
ideal virtues of masculinity, such as honor and courage, is
necessary for Mulan to perform the gender they correlate to.

Mulan’s Masculinity
Aside from these physical efforts to perform masculinity,
Mulan’s embodiment of both male and female-gendered Chinese
virtues is what allows her to successfully perform masculinity.
The battle with the Huns in the mountains is particularly
important, because Mulan risks her life first to save the Imperial
army and again to save Shang in the midst of an avalanche.
Mulan exhibits great courage, strength, valiance, and bravery in
this battle. Once she is found out to be a woman, Mulan defiantly
gives her real name and proves that her actions were rooted in
her love for her father. She exhibits filial loyalty, as well as
courage in telling her story and showing that a woman can be
braver in battle than many men. Even when Mulan is no longer
dressed as a man, she performs masculinity through her
embodiment of male-gendered virtues.

Performative Aspects of Masculinity

Fig. 1: Mulan transforms her appearance to perform as a male soldier.

As Michael Kimmel writes, when men perform masculinity,
who are they performing for? “Other men. We are under the
constant careful scrutiny of other men. Other men watch us, rank
us, grant our acceptance into the realm of manhood. Manhood is
demonstrated for other men’s approval. It is other man who
evaluate the performance” (Kimmel 275). This can be seen in
Mulan constantly. She must always prove herself to the other men
of the soldier camp, or at least appear manly enough that they
grant her relative acceptance at the periphery of the manhood of
being a soldier. Mulan’s appearance convinces other soldiers that
she is not a female, but her efforts to perform masculinity fail to
solidify her status as a “manly” man. For instance, Mushu
instructs Mulan to walk like a man: head up, shoulders back, legs
apart. Instead of strutting, Mulan wobbles and flails across the
camp, attracting attention and looking like a fool. Her masculinity
is threatened only by the soldiers’ mocking; she is not suspected
of being a woman.

Historical and Literary Context
Considering the rigidly patriarchal society of China,
it is surprising that stories of female warriors like Hua
Mulan were and continue to be so popular and prevalent.
These women were rarely (if ever) presented as feminist
rebels and instead were lauded for their heroic actions.
Females in the stories are “allowed” to subvert traditional
feminine roles in favor of taking up masculine power only
because in doing so, they exhibit premodern Chinese
virtues of honor, courage, and loyalty. The heroines of
these stories leave the inner domestic sphere out of a
sense of duty to their fathers, husbands, brothers, or the
imperial rule. Because they maintain a certain amount of
feminine virtue, like filial piety and a sense of duty,
society does not consider the woman warriors as men.

Fig. 3: Mulan charges back into the avalanche to save Shang at the risk of her own life.

Conclusion
In conclusion, analysis of Disney’s film Mulan provides a
rich study and understanding of the movie’s critique of the idea of
gender being based solely in appearance. By depicting a heroine
who successfully performs masculinity, Mulan is therefore a
critique of static gender binaries through a more fluid notion of
gender. Mulan is able to retain some qualities of feminine virtue
while also embodying more traditionally masculine virtues at the
same time. This fluidity of gender is what the film aims at
normalizing. Her performance seems to suggest that no one is
limited to seeking the virtues of either masculinity or femininity.
The film therefore succeeds as a critique of limited and static
gender binaries by celebrating a legend that seems modernized
to reflect a fluid, dynamic idea of gender.

Fig. 2: Mulan places herself in mortal danger to save her companions,
embodying masculine virtues of bravery and valiance.
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